
ABU DHABI FULL-DAY 
CITY TOUR

TICKET: Departure for Abu Dhabi city tour, the largest and the capital city of the United Arab 
Emirates. This comprehensive tour is the ideal introduction to the UAE capital and the island on 
which it stands. The name Abu Dhabi means: “Father of the Gazelle”.

Departure for Abu Dhabi city tour, the largest and the capital city of the United Arab Emirates. 
This comprehensive tour is the ideal introduction to the UAE capital and the island on which it 
stands. The name Abu Dhabi means: “Father of the Gazelle”. 

Our first stop will be at Sheikh Zayed Grand mosque, one of the largest Mosques in the world; 
able to accommodate more than 30,000 worshipers. The beautiful Mosque is completely clad in 
marble and also features intricate Islamic decoration and carvings as well as extensive 
landscaping works. We will continue our tour towards Abu Dhabi downtown. We will stop at the 
Heritage Village, which houses a small museum and depicts the traditional daily activities of the 
Arab community prior to the discovery of oil. Lunch will be served in a local restaurant. 
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In the afternoon, we will drive along the spectacular Corniche, past gleaming white mosques, 
glass-clad offices and elegant high-rise apartments to the tip of the breakwater for a superb view of 
the city’s magnificent skyline. 

The remaining part of the tour will be devoted to drive through the famous giant Saadiyat Island 
project where the LOUVRE museum and GUGGENHEIM museums are being built to complete 
the image of ABU DHABI as a cultural city. The tour will continue towards the famous Yas Island 
which houses the FORMULA 1 YAS circuit & the first attraction park of Ferrari in the world. An 
impressive attraction park, the largest covered air conditioned park in the world with a huge RED 
FERRARI sign as landmark. 

Meeting/pick-up point: Pick-up from hotels in Ajman.
Duration: 12 hours approx. (including transfers).
Pick-up time: 6-6:30am.
Start/opening time: 8:30am.
End/closing time: 5pm.
Languages: English.
Required documentation: ID.
Voucher validity: 1 day.

Redeem 
Voucher type: Printed
Printed Voucher. Print and bring the voucher to enjoy the activity. 

Location
Start point:
Hotel pickup

End point: Same as the starting point

Guide options
Guide type: Guide Included: Meal ,Drinks ,Tickets ,Transport ,
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